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Summary: Gamma knife radiosurgery is an effective alternative
to embolization or microsurgical removal of small arteriovenous
malformations, particularly in elo"quent areas of brain tissue.
Stereotaxic angiography is a useful diagnostic and targeting
adjunct to gamma knife radiosurgery, and the authors present
their experience (1,100 patients) with methods and technique,
and show how the nidus of the arteriovenous malformation can
be defined angiographically. Dose planning employing digitization of the subtraction image enables determination of the
spatial coordinates of the lesion by means of an interactive
computer program.
Index terms: Arteriovenous malformations, cranial; Surgery,
stereotactic; Therapeutic radiology, treatment planning; Cerebral angiography, technique

The concept of radiosurgery was first described
by Leksell in 1951 (1). In 1968, the first stereotactic cobalt-60 gamma knife was installed in
Stockholm (2) and, in 1970, this technique was
applied to the treatment of an arteriovenous malformation (A VM) (3). The first treatment was
performed in a patient with a rather large AVM
that was unsuitable for conventional surgery (4) .
The size of the collimators in the first gamma
knife were small and, therefore, prohibited total
coverage of the cluster of pathologic vessels of
the AVM. The treatment plan for the first patient,
however, was designed to deliver radiation that
would cause occlusion of the feeding arteries and,
subsequently, obliteration of the entire conglomerate of pathologic vessels. This attempt was
successful, as proved by a follow-up angiogram
in which the AVM could no longer be visualized.
In other AVMs, it proved impractical to accurately
determine the coordinates for all feeding arteries.
Therefore, in small AVMs, the whole cluster of
pathologic vessels was included within the irra-

diated volume by using one or multiple isocenters
of irradiation. This treatment strategy resulted in
obliteration rates of approximately 85 % in optimally treated cases (5). Definition and delineation
of the AVM "nidus" consequently has become the
most important task for stereotaxic angiography .
The phrase "a nidus is the heart of an AVM" was
first introduced in 1971 by Doppman when describing a spinal cord AVM (6) . The concept
subsequently acquired broad acceptance and was
applied to brain AVMs. Morphologically , a nidus
constitutes a network of poorly differentiated and
immature vessels toward which multiple feeding
arteries converge and from which enlarged veins
drain . It represents the site where arteriovenous
shunting occurs within an AVM. From the angiegraphic point of view, the cluster of vessels between the convergent points of multiple feeding
arteries and the divergent points of draining veins
are the important landmarks when delineating a
nidus for radiosurgery.
Gamma knife radiosurgery is an attractive
treatment alternative to microsurgical removal or
embolization of AVMs, especially for those in
eloquent areas of brain. However, the feature can
only be taken advantage of when the targeting
procedures and the dose planning are equally
precise. Theoretically, there is no difference in
the catheterization technique between stereotaxic
and standard angiography. Their risk and complication are considered to be the same. Diagnostic angiography has always been performed before the scheduling of radiosurgery. Stereotaxic
angiography , therefore, is used for diagnostic and
targeting purposes. This paper presents the principles and methodology of stereotaxic angiogra-
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phy for gamma knife radiosurgery as developed
and currently used in our institution.

Materials and Methods
Angiographic Techniques
From January 1970 to May 1991, more than 1,100
stereotaxic angiographic procedures preceding gamma
knife radiosurgery of A V Ms were performed in our institution. The angiograms of cases treated before February
1990 were obtained using a Coordinat Combi Angiounit
using a 0.3-mm focus x-ray tube and AOT film Changer
(Siemens, Erlangen , Germany). Since March 1990 the Angioscop Angiounit with Puck Changer and Megalix 125/
15/ 40/ 82C x-ray tube with switchable focus (0.3 , 0 .6, and
1 mm) (Siemens) has been used.
The angiographic procedure is preceded by the application of a Leksell stereotaxic frame (Eiekta, Stockholm,
Sweden) (7). A standard catheterization technique and
selective internal carotid , external carotid, or vertebral
angiograms are obtained to demonstrate an A V M nidus.
For pediatric patients, general anesthesia with hyperventilation technique is usually used. The decrease of P. C0 2 to
the range of 27 to 32 mm Hg during an angiographic
procedure will cause contraction of normal subarachnoid
arteries but not of pathologic vessels, thus resulting in
improved visualization of tumor vessels (8, 9). This effect,
although originally reported in tumor cases, is applicable

to A V Ms as well. The difference in contraction of the
vessels can make the A V M nidus more visible and definable. This technique may be used in any patient but it is
more convenient to use controlled hyperventilation under
general anesthesia . For A V Ms adjacent to eloquent structures or for those with ill-defined margins, it is especially
helpful to apply this method.
The amount of contrast medium injection is variable
and dependent upon the size and flow rate of the A V M .
The injection rate and the total amount are usually higher
than that in standard angiograms. The film size of 24 X 30
em has been used since the beginning. The speed of filming
is also variable and dependent upon the size and flow rate
of the A V M . As only the A V M nidus should be covered in
treatment field , an angiogram of the arterial phase just
before the appearance of the draining vein is an ideal one
for delineating the nidus for treatment purposes (Fig. 1).
For this purpose, in principle, the amount and the rate of
the contrast medium injection , and the film speed as well,
should be large and high enough to differentiate the A V M
nidus from feeders and veins.
For regularly shaped or small AV Ms that are supplied
by a single arterial territory , a standard anteroposterior (AP)
and lateral projections, in which the x-ray beams are
orthogonal to the frame, are usually sufficient for delineating and localizing the nidus. For more complicated and
for large A V Ms, other projections with different angulations
of the x-ray tube are necessary, although coordinate deter-

/

A
Fig. 1. AP and lateral carotid angiograms showing an ideal phase for delineating an AVM nidus (arrow).
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scure the scales. By attaching aluminum strips to the frame ,
the attenuation can be modulated and the clarity of the
scales improved (Fig . 2).
For delineation, the A V M nidus is outlined on the subtraction films taken at those phases just before the appearance of the draining veins. As the scales of the frame are
usually subtracted on films , the outline of the nidus is
transposed back to its original film . The subsequent coordinate determination and dose planning are performed on
the original film .

Determination of Coordinates and Magnification

Fig. 2. Device used to fix the localization frame (arrowhead)
to the angiographic table (open arrow) ; the aluminum strips
(arrow) are used to adjust the attenuation and increase the clarity
of scales.

mination is not performed on these films. These additional
projections can provide more information regarding the
shape of a nidus and the hemodynamics of an A V M, which
can facilitate the treatment planning.
Multiple contrast media injections are required to demonstrate a nidus that has multiple components and are
supplied by different major arterial territories. This necessitates a repositioning of the table of the angiounit. To
insure that the same positioning was obtained at each
series of contrast medium injection, a special baseplate
fixation system that attached the stereotaxic frame to the
table was used in our first angiounit (10). In our new
angiounit, a more compact fixation device (Fig. 2) is available. With these devices, the patient and the table are
always moved simultaneously during the angiographic procedure. A wall-mounted laser beam is used as a guide to
relocate precisely the patient to the same position for all
injections. By using the same positioning, all different
components of the A V M nidus can then be overlaid on the
same film , creating a complete mapping of the nidus. This
composite image is subsequently used for the treatment
planning (Fig. 3).
For the subsequent coordinate determination and treatment planning, it is necessary that the Y scales (AP direction) and at least one pair of the Z scales (craniocaudal
direction) are visible on the lateral films. For the AP films,
the X scales (right-left direction) and at least the Z scales
on the lesion side are essential and should be shown on the
film . Sometimes, an overexposure of the frame may ob-

Two reference points are chosen on the angiogram . One
is an arbitrary point close to the center of the nidus. This
point will be the center of the matrix box . A matrix box
can vary in size but should cover the area of interest.
Within the box , the absorbed dose of radiation will be
determined during the dose planning. The center of the
matrix box must be marked on both AP and lateral projections of the angiograms. The orthogonal lines through this
point are then drawn on the angiograms to intersect the X,
Y, and Z scales at right angles. The figures read from the
points that the lines and the scales intersect are used to
determine the coordinates of this arbitrary point (Fig. 3). In
our institution, two methods for coordinate determination
are used independently by a neuroradiologist and a neurosurgeon: a computerized method and a graphic method
performed on mm-paper (11, 12). This double check insures the accuracy of the coordinate determination and
prevents calculation errors. Another point that must be
determined for aligning the dose plan onto the angiogram
is the center of the stereotaxic frame. This point is defined
by the intersection of the orthogonal lines that are drawn
through the midpoints of " 100-100 connecting lines" at
right angles to each pair of scales (Fig. 4). The projection
of this point onto the plane passing through the matrix
center can also be determined by the same principle (Fig.
4). Based on these points, the subsequent step of dose
planning is performed by the neurosurgeon and the
physicist.
The magnification of nidus changes according to its
location in the intracranial cavity and the positioning of the
patient during an angiography. The magnification of the
scales, proximal or distal to the x-ray tube , can be easily
determined by comparing the magnified scales and the
original scales. As an A V M is a three-dimensional volume
and is always located between the scales, the magnification
of its nidus is, therefore, between that of the proximal and
distal scales. The magnification of a nidus can also be
determined graphically on the mm-graphic paper (Fig. 5).
Theoretically , the magnification of every part of an A V M
nidus is different and can be determined. These differences
are, however, insignificant in small and spherical nidi and
can be omitted. In larger or "sausage-shaped" nidi, the
different magnifications among different parts may be
significant and should be taken into consideration in the
dose planning in order to minimize an error.
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Fig. 3. AP and lateral views of carotid and vertebral angiograms showing the reference point (matrix center) of a nidus and composite
images for subsequent treatment planning.
A, AP view of vertebral angiogram: the continuous line delineates the nidus fed by branches of the posterior cerebral artery (PCA).
B, AP view of carotid angiogram: the continuous line delineates the nidus fed by the peri callosal artery, and the interrupted line
delineates t he overlaid component fed by the PCA from the vertebral artery.
C, Lateral view of verteb ral angiogram: the continuous line delineates the nidus fed by branches of the PCA.
D, Lateral view of carotid angiogram : the continuous line delineates the nidus fed by the pericallosal artery, and the interrupted line
delineates the superimposed component fed by the PCA from the vertebral artery. The cross marks in the nidus shown on B and D
indicate the matrix center for treatment planning; orthogonal lines are drawn through the points. The values read from the intersection
of the lines and scales on the frame are used for coordinate determination.
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somewhat in the lateral and AP films. This means that the
exact same point has not been marked in these two
projections . The distance between the frame center and
the center of the matrix along the Y-axis on the lateral film
and along the X-axis on the AP film must, however, be
the same on the film and on the dose plan for correct
alignment.

1
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Center of frame
projec1ing on the
Y-Z plane through
the matrix center

Discussion

- ~=---------Center of
projecting on the
central Y-Z plane

Fig. 4. Schematic diagram showing lateral view of a Leksell
localization frame projected on an x-ray film. Two orthogonal
continuous lines are drawn through the midpoint of " 100-100
connecting lines" (YaYc and ZaZc) on the "Y" and the "Z " scales.
Their cross-point indicates the position of the frame center projected on the central Y-Z plane. The cross-point of two orthogonal
interrupted lines indicates the position of the frame center on the
Y-Z plane that pass through the matrix center. The points ( Yb
and Zb), which are the intersecting of the interrupted lines and
the " 100-100 connecting lines" can be determined by the following
formulas:
YaYb = (YaYc/180) X (XR -

10)

ZaZb = (ZaZc/180) X (XR -

10)

We use 24 X 30 em film instead of 14 X 14
inch film for our angiograms because of its advantages in cost and filing space. The scales that
are necessary for coordinate determination, although not seen in their entirety on the small
film, can still serve to determine the coordinates
accurately. In addition, this accuracy is uninfluenced by the size of the film.
Recently, Sadler et al (13) recommended a
technique of slightly misaligning the mask and
.!lill..E.B.J..
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where XR: "X" coordinate of matrix center. (180: the distance
between the proximal and the distal scales measured in millimeters.)

Integration of Dose Plan and Angiogram
The information obtained from the angiogram is the
basis for the dose planning. The dose planning is performed
by first selecting a suitable number of shots with a selected
collimator size and weighted dose. The dose is calculated
at a certain number of points in the dose matrix box , then
the isodose curves are calculated and plotted on paper.
This paper plot will be superimposed on the angiogram to
check the distribution of radiation in the A V M and the
surrounding brain structures. For precise alignment of the
dose plan and the angiogram, it is crucial to have the
magnification correct, the reference points properly
marked on the angiogram, and the coordinates of these
points accurately located on the dose plan. The center of
the stereotaxic frame is a fixed point. It is possible to mark
exactly its projection in any plane on the angiogram . This
is, therefore, the most reliable point of reference. The
position of the matrix center is by definition an arbitrary
point and its "Z" coordinates, which may be determined
either on an AP or on a lateral film, may, therefore, differ
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Fig. 5. Schematic diagram showing an example of "X" and "Y"
coordinate determination of the matrix center on a mm-paper.
The coordinates of the intersection point of two continuous lines
are the true "X" and "Y" coordinates of the matrix center. Based
upon the magnification of "X" and "Y" scales, the magnification
of the nidus on the "Y -Z" plane through the matrix center can be
determined by the following calculation:
Magnification = M vP - (XR -

10)(MvP - M vo)/180).

where YP: proximal scales at Y-direction; YD: distal scales at Ydirection; XP: proximal scales at X-direction; XD: distal scales at
X-direction ; M vp: magnification of proximal "Y" scales; M vo: magnification of distal "Y" scales; XR: "X" coordinate of matrix center ;
YR: "Y" coordinate of matrix center.
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the film for subtraction in order to show the scales
on the subtraction film for coordinate determination. We use "completely" aligned subtraction
films instead. For delineating the nidus, we draw
its outline on the subtraction film taken at the
phase just before the appearance of draining vein.
For coordinate determination, the outline of the
nidus is then precisely transposed back to the
original film. The coordinate determination and
dose planning are performed on this original film.
By these steps, not only can the subtraction film
demonstrate the outline of the nidus better but
also using the original film can diminish any error
caused by the subtraction.
Three-dimensional images of the AVM would
be ideal for treatment planning. However, the
difficulty in performing an axial projection of a
stereotaxic angiogram limits the accessibility of
true three-dimensional angioimaging reformation.
As an angiogram is a dynamic visualization of
vascular structures, judging the sequential appearance of different components of the nidus
and draining veins and integrating the hemodynamics from different projections can facilitate
the delineation of a nidus. This integration can

A

also offer a three-dimensional perception useful
in the subsequent treatment planning.
For AVMs supplied by multiple arterial territories, the repositioning technique allows a complete mapping of all its components on a single
film to be used for treatment planning. In some
situations, compression of the noninjected artery
during contrast medium injection can prevent
laminar flow and dilution of the contrast by native
blood. This technique is often useful to help fully
define the nidus. For example, in thalamic AVMs
that are supplied by more than one territory,
compression of the carotid artery during contrast
injection in the vertebral artery allows maximal
contrast filling of the thalamoperforate arteries
and delineation of the whole nidus (Fig. 6). This
technique is important in most of the deep-seated
AVMs, as they are usually supplied by more than
one arterial territory.
Several conditions may lead to pitfalls in delineating the nidus. In AVMs presenting with intracranial bleeding, at the acute stage, the intraparenchymal hematoma may cause a mass effect
and compress the nidus. This compression can
cause underestimation of the true size of the nidus

8

Fig. 6. Lateral view of vertebral angiogram performed without and with compression of ipsilateral carotid artery during the contrast
medium injection.
A , Angiogram without compression showing part of the thalamic AVM nidus (arrow).
B, Angiogram with compression showing multiple engorged thalamoperforate arteries feeding the A VM (arrowhead) and all
components of the nidus (arrow) as well as the posterior communicating and part of the internal carotid arteries filling in a retrograde
fashion (open arrow).
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or even misdiagnosis. In some cases, subtotal
treatment is obtained by either microsurgery or
endovascular embolization procedures. The subsequent development of collateral feeders usually
overshadows the true residual nidus and these
vessels should not be included in the treatment
field (Fig. 7). In these cases, a comparison between the original and the residual nidus is necessary so as not to overestimate the target. For
some peripherally located AVMs, the nidus may
be obscured by the overlying fixation screws.
Meticulous correlation of the nidus displayed on
different projections is necessary in these cases
to delineate the nidus precisely.
On the angiogram, the arbitrary reference point
of the nidus, which is subsequently used as the
center of the matrix , and the center of the frame
are always used in dose planning. These points
can be defined directly on an angiogram after the
angiographic procedure. Alternatively, by aligning the x-ray beam to coincide all "100" marks of
a stereotaxic frame on a film during the angiegraphic procedure, the center of the frame may
be marked on the angiogram (13). However, the
method we use can avoid this time consuming
step of x-ray beam alignment. In AVMs with
feeders from multiple arterial territories, our repositioning and "nidus-compositing" technique allows these points to be determined by the same
method.

Fig. 8. Localizat ion frame w ith localizer box (arrows) fixed to
the angiographic table. The radio-opaque markers (arrowheads)
on the ri ght and left faces of the box are visible.

Recently , a dose-planning system LGP (Leksell
Gamma Plan, Elekta) in which the dose plan can
be performed directly on the digital images has
been tested in our institution. The digitization of
the subtractive angiographic film into the computer can be obtained through a simple scanner.
This dose-planning system uses a localization box
(Fig. 8) similar to that reported by Siddon et al
(14). In this method , four radio-opaque markers,
small tantalum balls, are fixed in a rectangular
configuration to the anterior, posterior, right, and

'

A

B
Fig. 7. Lateral view of internal ca rotid angiogram s showing a case of a postoperative residual AV M.
A , Early arterial phase showing multiple collateral feeders to the residual A VM that m imic t he resid ual nidus (arrowheads) .
B , The true residual nidus (arrow) that should be covered in the treatment field is shown in an angiogram at the later, arterial phase.
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left faces of the localizer box . To correctly identify
the film orientation, two extra markers are added
to the left and anterior faces . With this device,
the entire coordinate determination can be performed interactively with a computer. The calculated isodose curves displayed on the monitor
can also be integrated into the image, thus increasing the efficiency of this procedure.
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